
THE SIMPLICITY OF BOTH ITALIAN AND JAPANESE STYLE OF HOUSE

DESIGN

Including Japanese houses and interviews with the best Japan-based designers French Fashion Style Tips: you leave
the the simplicity of both italian.

You can emphasize the bed and chairs with silk pillows. Rice paper lanterns hanging from the ceiling will also
add authenticity to the room. The main features of a traditional dwelling: privacy, natural light, protection
from the elements and close contact with nature, regardless of the size of the house and its location. Consider
adding sleek plants such as palm or orchid to your home. When one understands the ancient tea ceremonies
and lifestyles of the Japaneseâ€” the culture immediately becomes very endearing and worth replicating in our
everyday lives. Mat-tatami is ideal to cover the floor. Details such as a screen, curtains with contrasting
images will complement a Japanese interior. Look outside your windows to see what natural color elements
you can incorporate in your home today. Pendant lights will also be a great choice. The main wall can be made
of wood or straw. The sliding doors are a great Japanese design solution. Living room in Japanese style
Minimalism in decor and simplicity of forms are signature features of the style. Stone tile flooring is also
popular in these homes, especially the entryways. Complete the bed with bamboo details and place the basic
lacquered chest of drawers next to it. All of these small pieces pull your home together into a rich Japanese
interior design that speaks to its culture and love of nature. Maybe, an unifamiliar house with a big kitchen and
a long table. Inspired by nature, the Japanese prefer mostly restrained light tones milky, light beige and cream.
The interior of the house often involves a single room with tatami. Qui sono stati aggiunti davvero pochi
elementi di arredo dalle linee contemporanee, e le fonti di illuminazione sono delle semplici lampade a bulbo
appese. Furniture that is low to the ground is common in Japanese culture. Another key element of these
screens is that, unlike doors, they do not block the natural light and views of nature. Other elements, such as
windows, doors, fireplace, were also updated and painted in bright white: an easy way to give a fresh look to
an interior without changing its history, with a total white that emphazises even more the beautiful existing
materials love white? Ofuro, translated as bath in Japanese, is a tranquil tradition that is well-worth adding to
your home. You can also hang silk curtains in the bedroom. Therefore, a Japanese-style bed for a themed room
should be as low as possible. This contemporary white kitchen is a sleek way to have East meet West.
Predominant colors are derived from the browns of wooden elements, and the greens of plants. Due to the high
cost of housing, Japanese homes tend to be small and a lot of residents rent apartments, so conserving every
square inch of space is essential. It is an amazing nod to Japanese culture and would make a perfect place to
have Japanese tea. Traditional tatami mats are made of rice straw and are very comfortable to walk without
shoes. Bathroom What makes a Japanese-style apartment different? They are covered with paper, which is a
mixture of cellulose and polyester, therefore it lasts longer. Image Source: CCS Architecture 6 Japanese Style
Furniture While a lot of authentic Japanese homes do not segregate furniture-filled rooms for certain purposes
such as sitting room or TV room, we can still mimic Japanese simplicity into our sectioned-off homes. The
most common woods being western versions of maple, cypress, hemlock and red pine. Try bringing these
natural wooden elements into your home by adding a bamboo floor, or wooden screen. Bamboo is also a
popular wood used for decorative purposes, as can be seen in the image below. This modern TV room has
plenty of natural light via the floor-to-ceiling windows. Simplicity is key when choosing your color palette.
Forse, una casa unifamiliare, con una mega cucina ed un ampio tavolo. If there are no tatami to cover the
entire floor, just lay a small tatami mat in front of the bed.


